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Abstract Self-repairing systems are those that are able to reconfigure themselves

following disruptions to bring them back into a defined normal state. In this paper

we explore the self-repair ability of some cellular automata-like systems, which

differ from classical cellular automata by the introduction of a local diffusion

process inspired by chemical signalling processes in biological development. The

update rules in these systems are evolved using genetic programming to self-

assemble towards a target pattern. In particular, we demonstrate that once the update

rules have been evolved for self-assembly, many of those update rules also provide

a self-repair ability without any additional evolutionary process aimed specifically

at self-repair.

Keywords Cellular automata � Robustness � Repair � Self-repair �
Self-assembly

1 Introduction

Self-repairing systems are those that are able to reconfigure themselves when

damage occurs to a part of the system, to bring the functioning of the system back to

some defined normal state. This paper investigates the ability of systems that have

been evolved to self-assemble to also self-repair without any additional learning

stage specifically aimed at self-repair; self-repair comes ‘‘for free’’ as a side-effect

of self-assembly. These experiments are carried out using a form of cellular

automata (CA), with the update rules evolved using a form of genetic programming
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called Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP), guided by a fitness function that

promotes self-assembly of the states on a grid to a target pattern.

We show that these behaviours can be obtained for some kinds of cellular

automata-like systems, which we term developmental cellular models (DCMs), as

they are inspired by the notion of development in biology. The main way in which

these systems differ from classical CAs is that the change of state at a particular cell

also affects the state in neighbouring cells.

Furthermore, these experiments demonstrates a particular kind of self-repair

behaviour where there is no symbolic-level distinction between the detection of a

fault and the repair of that fault. Instead, the usual behaviour of the system is able to

demonstrate its robustness by providing self-repair as part of the regular functioning

of the system.

This paper is divided into four main sections. In Sect. 2 a number of relevant

areas of the literature are reviewed: self-repair, developmental systems, and genetic

programming. Section 3 explains the model used in the experiments, whilst Sect. 4

gives details of the experimental methods used. The results of the experiments

themselves, consisting of testing the self-repair ability of evolved self-assembling

structures, are detailed and discussed in Sect. 5 This is then followed by a

conclusion and suggestions for future work.

2 Literature review

A number of areas of the research literature are relevant to this paper. In this section,

we review three areas: the general idea of self-repairing systems, the use of

biological development as an inspiration for building self-repairing systems, and a

particular technique—CGP—that is used to evolve update rules in our work below.

A self-repairing system is a system that is able to reconstruct a faulty part so that

function is restored when a fault occurs. This is a stronger concept than that of fault-

tolerance, which is where a system is able to carry on functioning normally despite

faults (perhaps within a tolerance level in terms of amount of time spent in a non-

functioning state). In a self-repairing system the original system is reconstructed by

modification of the system, usually whilst it is still active. Hence, self-repairing

systems are, by definition, fault-tolerant.

Existing self-repairing systems in computer science (e.g. [11, 13–17, 19, 33]) do

not physically reconstruct, but they rather reconfigure available parts to reconstruct

the original circuit/logic/etc. In a computational system such as those studied below,

this will consist of modifying the state of components in the system to bring the

system back to its original state. Another approach would be to reconstruct around

the fault, e.g. in a hardware system where a fault might be a physical fault that

cannot be reconfigured.

Fault detection and fault repair are two distinct activities [32], and a simplistic

view is that detection is a precondition for repair: first a fault is detected, then it is

repaired. However, the approach that we will explore later in this paper does not

involve an explicit detection step; instead, fault repair occurs by the reconstruction

of a pattern, and every unit is constantly ready to reconfigure itself depending on
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changes to its neighbouring states. In such systems, there is no need for an explicit

fault-detection step.

There are a number of methods used for the explicit detection of faults. One of

the most well-established methods is to run a number of designed-identical systems

in parallel and use a majority voting system to decide which output to trust (as in

triple module redundancy [12] and pair-and-spare [8] methods). Another is to carry

out regular offline testing against a test pattern [7]. These existing approaches have

problems—resource overhead in the voting system, and downtime in the offline

testing approach. Furthermore, these systems run into the problem that the voting/

testing system might itself develop a fault. By contrast, the framework that is

presented here avoids these weaknesses through a continuous growth and

maintenance process.

2.1 Self-repair in developmental systems

As noted above, the detection of faults is a difficult problem; one method to solve

this problem is to use a system that is continuously renewing itself, that is, a system

that is stable in the desired working state, and unstable in any other state. After

suffering damage, this system in theory should redevelop, re-stabilize, reconstruct

into the desired stable working state [23]. This approach, though still rather

undeveloped, has been hinted at to a greater or lesser extent in a certain number of

previous studies [2, 4, 13, 14, 18, 36].

Indeed, the idea of a self-repairing system goes back to the early days of

cybernetics. Ashby’s Homeostat [3, 6] was a hardware device where a number of

systems interacted, with the behaviour of each system changing to another

behaviour if inputs varied beyond a threshold value, with the aim of producing

dynamic stability. Interestingly, this was later described as being able to ‘‘survive

something that no computer program, however adaptive, could survive—an attack

with a pair of wire cutters’’ [29]. Another early system was that of Pask [27], where

conductive threads were ‘‘grown’’ on a surface, potentially avoiding faults in the

substrate and perhaps capable of being developed into a system that could rewire

itself as new faults emerged.

One source of inspiration for such systems is the process of development in

biology; that is, the growth of an organism from a single cell to maturity [38]. This

is a complex process controlled by various chemical signalling processes between

cells, where cells behave in a different manner according to the signalling context in

which they find themselves. Much of development is concerned with pattern

formation—the creation of stable patterns of cells from undifferentiated masses.

A number of computational systems have been created that draw on ideas from

development. In particular, development is often combined with a learning process

such as an evolutionary algorithm. This provides the learning algorithm with a large,

structured search space to explore, without the need to evolve every fine detail of the

final system. Developmental systems have been used in a number of applications,

from creating realistic-looking biological structures in computer graphics systems

[31] to learning neural network topologies [9]. A good overview is the edited book

by Kumar and Bentley [10].
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One key idea in developmental systems is that they are self-regulating; that is,

there is a stable state (or states) of the system, and the system is continually

regulating itself to bring itself to that stable state. This is achieved in an emergent

manner by local interactions between cells and between cells and signalling

gradients.

In summary, some of the characteristics of developmental systems of relevance

to computer systems are as follows. The system should be sufficiently rich to allow

the development of complex structures, though this does not usually mean that the

individual components are themselves complex, indeed this is usually an emergent

property of interactions. Biological developmental systems are based around

interactions between discrete cells; in the biological system these will have some

degree of movement, whereas in computational systems it is more likely that the

cells will be in a fixed position with respect to each other [e.g. cells in a cellular

automaton, circuit elements in an field programmable gate array (FPGA)]. The main

communication is local; that is, interactions between neighbouring cells, though in

some developmental processes larger chemical gradients across the mass of cells are

important [38].

Another problem with self-repair is the difficulty of designing the

reconstruction process. If the system uses development to construct itself in

the first place, reconstruction after errors might be easier [24]. It may be

possible to use development’s modular, self-assembling structure to have self-

repair built-in. Most approaches to self-repair utilize principles from develop-

mental systems. We are now going to review some of the important

contributions within this field.

A very interesting approach to self-repair came from Macias and Durbeck [13]

where they represented the design of a special kind of FPGA called the cell matrix.

The system is designable ‘‘by hand’’ just as with a normal FPGA; the part that

separates it from a regular FPGA based system is its capability of reconfiguring

itself on spare parts upon encountering faults. While a regular FPGA can only be

configured from outside, the cells in the cell matrix can configure themselves and

their neighbours. Any circuit with higher functions can be constructed from these

cells. Using this system Macias and Durbeck created higher entities they termed

supercells from a collection of these cells. The supercells were designed to be

capable of testing nearby regions of the cell matrix for faults and configuring more

supercells in those regions. Using this technique the entire chip’s surface can be

mapped, and only the non-faulty regions are rendered active. During the normal

operation of the system, whenever a fault is detected, this process is repeated to

build yet another functioning system. However, Macias and Durbeck did not give

any details on how the faults are recognized after the circuit becomes operational.

Faults will have to be determined from the input output patterns, and the self-repair

process will have to be manually triggered. Furthermore, this process is carried out

and the entire chip’s surface is re-evaluated even if only one of the cells becomes

faulty, resulting in an inefficient self repair process. Nevertheless, Macias and

Durbeck’s research represents a significant contribution to the self-repair field as it

involves the self-repair operation on the hardware level, unlike many other

software-only approaches.
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Another self-repairing hardware-based system is that of Mange et al. [14, 15].

This uses a hierarchical set of reconfigurable hardware components. Self-repair in

this system is triggered by the explicit detection of a fault. Once a fault is detected in

a system, the functionality of connected components is moved elsewhere on the

hardware, the connections remade, and a new, functioning soft-copy of the faulty

component remade in the appropriate location. Interestingly, this has a hierarchical

aspect. For example, initial attempts at repair will just be concerned with

reconstructing the faulty component, and the components that immediately connect

to it, somewhere on the same hardware component. If it proves impossible to find a

location on the current component, e.g. because there is physical damage in many

locations on the component, then the entire functionality of that component can be

moved to a different component. This system has been built and tested at scale. In

most applications of it, the individual components were hand-designed, and so this

cannot be used to test the hypotheses that we are putting forward that evolved

systems have self repair as an epiphenomenon, rather than being built in explicitly.

Furthermore, explicit fault detection is required, which contrasts with the emergent

reconstruction explored in this paper.

Liu et al. [11] have managed to evolve a stable ‘‘French flag’’ pattern on a

hardware simulation similar to an FPGA. The evolved flag pattern is shown to have

some self-repair capabilities in one sample experiment. This result illustrates the

potential, but is a long way from demonstrating the self-repair property, being based

on only one experiment on one evolved system.

Miller [19] has managed to evolve CGP programs running inside cells of cellular

automata to generate French flag patterns. His model involved a chemical diffusion

mechanism that allows the cells to gain positional information. Miller performed

some limited self-repair experiments with the French flag pattern, where the evolved

system continued to grow and fixed some of the errors, however some scarring was

left in the end. The regeneration capabilities of the model were further investigated

in another paper [17] where they also had a separate experiment investigating the

behaviour of evolved German flags that have been joined together, a process likened

to grafting. They showed that some cells dominate others and indicated that this

might have implications for future work on software immunity utilizing develop-

mental systems. Although Miller obtained interesting results in terms of morpho-

genesis and self-repair, he did not try to evolve stability. As we will detail in the

description of the model used in this paper, self-repair is easier to achieve if the

evolved systems’s growth stabilizes after reaching an adult size, and the

developmental process continues only for self-regulation or maintenance. Miller

later tried to evolve stability with the French flags but he could not achieve a

perfectly stable flag although some improvement could be seen [16].

Roggen and Federici [33] made a comparison of three different systems based on

their scalability and robustness. The systems that were compared included a directly

mapped model, a morphogenetic system, and a model based on cell chemistry. The

morphogenetic system was described in a previous paper [34]. and the model based

on cell chemistry is an extension to the system in Miller’s French flag paper [18].

Unlike Miller’s system where he evolved CGP, they evolved artificial neural

networks (ANN) running inside cells in a cellular grid. The problem they chose to
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perform the comparison with was the evolution of visual patterns. They found that

while directly mapped system was superior to others with pattern sizes up to

32 9 32, the developmental approaches scaled much better due to the reduction in

search space. It is important to note here that, while they did not specifically select

for the ability of it, the developmental approaches exhibited a good level of self-

repair behaviour and thereby provided further evidence that it may be possible to

achieve self-repair for free with developmental systems.

Other research in developmental self-repairing systems include works by

Streichert et al. [36], who studied growth regulation and self-repair in artificial

embryology, and Prodan et al. [30] who discussed the degree of bio-inspiration

attained within the field so far.

2.2 Cartesian genetic programming

Genetic Programming (GP) [28] is a well-known technique for automatically

generating computer programs (and other executable structures) from a description

of the desired behaviour, which draws on inspiration from biological evolution. A

population of programs is generated at random, the performance of the programs

evaluated, the best-performing ones mutated or crossed-over, and this process of

evaluate-select-modify repeated until a sufficiently high-quality program is

discovered.

The form of GP used in this paper is Cartesian GP [20]. This system uses nodes

in a directed graph to represent the program. These nodes are encoded as a string of

numbers, each tuple of numbers in the string representing one node, i.e. which

function is represented by that node and which other nodes/inputs it obtains its

information from. Therefore, the population of programs can be represented simply

by lists of numbers, and the standard machinery of genetic algorithms [5] applied to

this problem, rather than devising particular GP-specific operators.

An overview of the CGP method can be found in the recent book edited by Miller

[20], and details of how CGP has been applied to this problem can be found in our

earlier work [25, 26].

3 The developmental cellular model

The DCM is a cellular automata-like model that takes its inspiration from biological

development. The key difference from classical CAs is that the update rule can also

influence neighbouring cells. In this section we give a description of the model and

various variants on it. A detailed description of this model can be found in our

earlier work [25, 26].

The aim of the DCM and similar systems is pattern development. That is, the

system will, through interactions between cells, form a specific pattern from an (in

this case uniform) starting configuration. This provides a simple prototype for

investigations in this area, where fitness evaluation is fairly quick. If a cellular

system on this kind of problem can be shown to have the properties that we are
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interested in, then it provides some prima facie evidence that it is worth exploring

more complex developmental systems, such as developmental circuits or programs.

This section of the paper is split into two subsections. The first of these, Sect. 3.1

explains the DCM idea and gives details of how a DCM system is specified and

executed. Section 3.2 details how the update rule in DCM systems can be evolved

using the CGP method.

3.1 Specifying and running a DCM system

Each DCM system is based on an n 9 m grid of cells, each of which contains an x-

bit state—these can be divided into xstate state bits that are relevant to the problem at

hand and xspare spare bits that are used during the assembly and repair phases but

which are not part of the problem definition as such. These states can be read by the

eight neighbouring cells in the grid (the Moore neighbourhood).

The states are changed over a number of discrete timesteps according to an

update rule r, which is the same for each cell in the grid. The 9x ? 1 inputs to r are

the x-bit states of the eight neighbours, the state of the cell itself, and a fixed bit

(similar to the bias unit in neural networks) which supplies a constant false value.

The aim of this additional bit is to allow the evolutionary value ready access to a

constant where needed. Importantly, and in contrast to the classical CA model, the

output is a 9x-bit vector that changes the state of both the cell itself and its eight

neighbouring cells (see Fig. 1). This is where we take inspiration from development,

where local chemical interactions give rise to larger scale patterns. This is not, of

course, the whole story of development—for example, larger scale chemical

diffusion gradients play a role in overall structure [38]—but, similar processes have

the potential to evolve in the spare bits of our system. As such, our system is

somewhat different to the related system of Miller and Thomson [17] which uses an

explicit representation of such gradients (see also [23]). The capacity for gradient-

like structure to evolve in the spare bits remains, but the potential for other, richer

structures to evolve is also available.

Classical CA use a so-called democratic method for updating the cells, where the

state of all cells at time t is used to pre-calculate the new state at time t ? 1, and

then all cells are overwritten with this new set of states. In the DCM this is not

possible, as states overwrite neighbouring states. As a result we use a serial ‘‘raster

scan’’ model of update, where the state in the upper-left hand corner is calculated

first, and the subsequent changes made to the neighbouring cells, before moving on

to the next cell along in a horizontal direction until the end of the line, then along the

next line, and so on, as illustrated in Fig. 2a. As a result there is a priority of update

within the grid, with the lower-right hand cells in a local 2 9 2 area having the final

influence on the neighbouring cells in a particular time-step (Fig. 2b). The aim of

this is to provide the system with a fixed order of update, so that multi-step

sequences can be evolved; the choice of the raster scan as the way of achieving this

update is somewhat arbitrary. If an alternative method were to be used—for

example, a random bit-by-bit update—then it would be prima facie harder for multi-

step sequences of actions to evolve, as they could be disrupted by updates

happening from other directions in the grid.
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Two different methods are available to process the cells at the edge of the grid.

The first method is called the fixed-bordered model, where the grid is assumed to be

surrounded by a set of virtual cells that retain a constant 0x state, and which cannot

be over-written (Fig. 3). The second variant is a toroidal model where the

neighbours of an edge cell include the corresponding cells on the opposite edge of

the grid, i.e. the edges of the grid have been identified to turn the rectangle into a

torus (this is also known as periodic boundary conditions).

We have now described the key components of a DCM system. To summarize,

we now formalise this. A DCM system is specified by a 5-tuple consisting of

• Whole numbers n and m specifying the size of the grid.

• A whole number x specifying the number of bits in each cell.

• The update rule r, which is a binary function from 9x ? 1 bits to 9x bits.

• A specification of whether the system is fixed bordered or toroidal at the edges.

• A limit tmax on the number of timesteps allowed for development.

Fig. 1 The structure of the update rule: a shows the structure of the update rule that is evolved using the
CGP system, whilst b shows the mapping of the input/output bits to the x-bit state of the cell

Fig. 2 The application of update rules. a Shows the update priority that is defined implicitly by the
update method, whilst b shows the raster scan method by which the update rule is applied over the course
of one timestep
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To execute the DCM system, the following process is carried out

1. Initialise an n 9 m grid of cells, each of which has x binary states, all of which

are initially set to 0.

2. Apply the raster scan method illustrated in Fig. 2 to update the states of the

cells, using the update rule r.

3. Repeat step 2 until the pattern is stable or until it has been repeated tmax times.

In control experiments we will contrast the DCM with a Classical CA model.

This is similar to the above, but uses the traditional democratic update method and

an update rule that only updates the current cell rather than also affecting the

neighbours.

3.2 Evolution of DCM systems using CGP

In the experiments below, CGP is used to evolve a population of DCM systems

towards a system that self-assembles into a given target pattern. We refer to this as

CGP/DCM. In practice, everything but the update rule r is fixed during a particular

experiment; therefore, this could be seen as evolving a population of binary functions.

The CGP system creates individuals from the elementary binary functions. It has

been shown [20] that CGP works well with a very small population and large

numbers of generations. Therefore, in these experiments the population size is 5,

and the population is allowed to evolve over 100,000 generations (Table 1). In each

generation, only the best individual is selected and 4 mutants created from it to form

the next population; this is commonly known as a 1 ? k evolution strategy [5]. A

small mutation rate is used—this is common in CGP experiments because the

influence of single mutations is often substantial. Recombination was not used. Full

details can be found in our earlier paper [26] and experiments with differing

population sizes have been given in [25].

4 Experimental methods

In a recent paper [26] we demonstrated that CGP/DCM is capable of evolving

systems that self-assemble. That is, the final evolved update rule will, given a

uniform n 9 m grid, develop into the desired pattern.

Fig. 3 In the fixed bordered
model virtual cells are fixed
edge cells that retain a 0x state
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In the experiments in this section we will revisit these experiments from the point

of view of self-repair. In particular, we are interested to see whether the DCM

systems evolved by CGP using a fitness function based solely on self-assembly. The

prima facie reason for believing that this might be the case draws on the closeness

of the development and wound-repair systems in biological systems. These two

systems make use of related components and work in similar ways. It therefore

seems reasonable to assume that there is some hope that system based on

development and initial assembly of patterns might also contain the kind of

robustness that would allow those patterns to repair themselves in the event of

damage.

The self-assembly experiments are detailed in our earlier paper [26]. In short, the

CGP/DCM algorithm was used with a fitness function that measures the Hamming

distance between the current grid and target grid in the final two developmental

timesteps. Perfect fitness is therefore present when the final pattern is identical to the

target and stable. To ensure robustness of results, each experiment was run 100

times on three cases: fixed bordered, toroidal and the classical CA control case.

4.1 Fault model

In any study that wishes to assess the robustness and the self-repair qualities of a

system, a precise fault model should be defined to make the scope of validity of the

study clear. The fault model that is used in this work is simple and at the same time

rather exhaustive. First, we only test here the self-repair abilities concerning the

configuration process of the developmental cellular model. In fact, it could be said

that we only test the self reconfigurability process. Therefore, we are not concerned

with the faults that may occur in the function that maps the outputs of the evolved

program to cellular states, and assume that this mapping is perfect. Within the scope

of our study, the main limitation of our fault model is that it is a strike-once model,

meaning, after a fault occurs, the reconfiguration of the pattern or the circuit, the

repair phase, is done in a safe environment. Again, such a model is perfectly

reasonable as long as this reconstruction process is fast and perfect. Fast here means

that the model repairs itself within a few time steps, and the system is considered

perfectly repaired when all configuration bits, including the spare bits are restored to

their original states.

The fault model simply consists of choosing a certain number of cells to be

affected by faults. Depending on the experiment, a cell can be affected by two types

of faults:

Table 1 Parameters for the

CGP/DCM experiments
Parameter Value

Population size 5

Number of generations 100,000

Selection strategy 1 ? k

Mutation rate 1 % per node

Number of nodes per CGP individual 100
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Reset disruption: The state of the cell is reset to 0x where x is the total number of

bits each cell has.

Random disruption: The state of the cell is set to a random value.

These disruptions may seem over simplified; however, they encompass many

different faults. Firstly, obviously they model a fault in the workings of the internal

cell program that would entail writing the wrong state for itself and/or for its

neighbours. Secondly, they also model a reading error. In effect if a cell misreads its

environment, it makes a wrong decision (in interesting cases), and therefore at the

next time step, the circuit has one or more cells in the wrong state. Finally, they also

model writing errors.

It could be argued that the ability to carry out reset disruption is trivial, as the

system is evolved to self-assemble from an initially blank state. However, this reset

disruption is not applied to the entire cell grid, but only to a sample of points.

Therefore, there is still interest in experiments using these disruptions, as they

examine whether the system can recover from local resets as well as assembling

from a complete reset of the whole cellular grid.

According to our fault model, the number of cells that are affected by the two

types of disruptions can be randomly chosen. In this paper, each successfully

evolved program can be separately subjected to five major kinds of disruptions: a

one-cell reset, a five-cell reset, a five-bit random fault, a five-cell random fault,

and a 2 9 2 block random fault. While the one-cell and the five-cell reset

disruptions are applied exhaustively to all possible combinations, the random

disruptions are applied 1,000 times. Therefore, while gentle time-wise; this error

model can be considered as rather complete space-wise and working-wise. We

also predict that since reset type faults are less disruptive to the patterns than

random type faults, we expect that the evolved systems would be more resistant to

them.

The fault is applied after a number of development timesteps; this will be referred

to as the disruption timestep below. The self-repair is considered a success if the

grid is restored (perfectly) back to the original state after a certain number of

timesteps: this is referred to as timesteps allowed for recovery below. Experiments

with different settings of these values can be found in [25].

4.2 Notes on experimental results

We should note that, as we have stressed while describing the fault model, in all

self-repair experiments we are looking for perfect recovery. This means that an

evolved system has to go through all error experiments, in some cases thousands of

times and recover fully in each one without exception before it is declared perfect

recovery. Although in some experiments (particularly those on random patterns) the

number of tested systems is limited, even if a few of them manage to recover

perfectly, it will still be an important indication to the model’s abilities.

The confidence intervals have been calculated using the methods described by

Agresti and Coull [1] and Newcombe [22].
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5 Experimental results and discussion

In this section we present the results of the self-repair experiments. Each section

takes the successful evolved systems from our earlier work on self-assembly [26]

and carries out self-repair experiments on them using the fault model above.

5.1 Experiment 1: self-repair experiments on 125-bit random patterns

The CGP/DCM was applied to evolving the self-assembly of 125-bit random

patterns with the settings indicated in Tables 1 and 2. The results [26] showed that

six of the fixed bordered experiments were successful in generating a self-

assembling DCM system, whilst none of the toroidal or classical CA experiments

were.

We applied the five different disruptions from our fault model to these six

systems, with numbers of repeats given in Table 2. The results from these

experiments are given in Table 3.

Table 2 Setup for 125-bit

random pattern experiment

(experiment 1)

Grid size (n 9 m) 5 9 5 = 25 cells

Cell state bit-length (x) 5 bits

Total configuration bit-length 25 9 5 = 125 bits

CGP node size 100 Nodes

Disruption timestep 8th timestep

Time steps allowed for recovery 20

One-cell reset disruption Performed exhaustively

Three-cell reset disruption Performed exhaustively

Five-bit random disruption Performed 1,000 times

Five-cell random disruption Performed 1,000 times

2 9 2 Block random disruption Performed 1,000 times

Table 3 The table displays the number of perfectly recovered patterns for each disruption experiment in

experiment 1

Disruption type No. of successes

Fixed bordered (6)

One-cell reset disruption 3 (13.9–86.0 %)

Three-cell reset disruption 3 (13.9–86.0 %)

Five-bit random disruption 1 (0.8–63.5 %)

Five-cell random disruption 1 (0.8–63.5 %)

2 9 2 Block random disruption 1 (0.8–63.5 %)

The numbers inside the brackets indicate the success rates with 95 % confidence. Except for the reset

disruption experiments which are exhaustive, all experiments are repeated for 1,000 times to ensure that a

success represents the the system being very likely to recover under any conditions
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Overall, these results are inconclusive. Some repair is occurring, but there is such

a small set of initial successful evolved systems that it is hard to conclude whether

this is a strong effect or not.

5.2 Experiment 2: self-repair experiments on 125-bit random patterns

with spare bits

This experiment uses exactly the same parameters as the earlier one except that for

each cell there are two added spare bits. However, we should note that since we are

looking for perfect recovery after errors, the added spare bits actually make the task

harder. This is because according to our fault model, we are looking for perfect

recovery meaning each bit of each cell including the spare bits has to recover its

target state within the time given. In essence this task is equivalent to the self-repair

experiment of 175-bit random patterns.

The settings are given in Tables 1 and 4. The results [26] showed that 22 of the

fixed bordered experiments were successful in generating a self-assembling DCM

system, whilst none of the toroidal or classical CA experiments were.

We applied the five different disruptions from our fault model to these 22

evolved systems, with numbers of repeats given in Table 4. The results from these

experiments are given in Table 5. The evolved systems are more resistant to reset

type faults. The reason for this result is due to the self-assembling nature of our

model; it is specifically evolved to configure an empty cellular layer which is

equivalent to resetting every cell in the grid. Even though the system is not

accustomed to the random type errors, more than half of them still managed to self-

repair perfectly in all 3,000 random disruption experiments.

5.3 Experiment 3: self-repair of a simple pattern

The remaining experiments work with regular patterns. Our recent paper [26]

showed that self-assembly was much more effective on patterns with some degree

of regularity. We would like to examine whether this follows through to self-repair.

Table 4 Setup for 125-bit

random pattern experiment with

two spare bits (experiment 2)

Grid size (n 9 m) 5 9 5 = 25 cells

Cell state bit-length (x) 7 bits

Total configuration bit-length 25 9 7 = 175 bits

CGP node size 100 Nodes

Disruption timestep 8th timestep

Time steps allowed for recovery 20

One-cell reset disruption Performed exhaustively

Three-cell reset disruption Performed exhaustively

Five-bit random disruption Performed 1,000 times

Five-cell random disruption Performed 1,000 times

2 9 2 Block random disruption Performed 1,000 times
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The first target pattern used is the simple pattern on a 4 9 4 grid illustrated in

Fig. 4. The settings are given in Tables 1 and 6. The results [26] showed that all 100

of the fixed bordered and toroidal experiments were successful in generating a self-

assembling DCM system, whilst only 3 of the classical CA experiments were.

The results from this set of self-repair experiments are given in Table 7. This

continues to show that that reset disruption faults are a lot gentler than random

faults. The classical CA model unfortunately provided us with a very limited sample

set and although none of the three systems managed to pass any self-repair

experiment, numbers are too small to draw any conclusions here.

Apart from providing us with a larger sample size, the cellular developmental

cycle of regular patterns are also easier to analyse visually compared to random

patterns. Therefore at the end of this experiment we will now present an analysis of

a sample evolved system that is subjected to self-repair tests. This was picked from

one of the perfect evolved systems that successfully repaired itself under every self-

repair test. For the visual analysis, we will subject the system to three different types

of faults, a five-bit random fault, a five-cell random fault, and a five-cell reset fault

which was found to have been gentler in our earlier experiments. Figure 5 shows the

developmental cycle of the system on the fixed bordered model that is subjected to

the three types of faults which are shown as a separate column each. The cells that

are indicated by the red square and a cross at time step t = 7 are the ones that are

affected by the introduced faults.

Figure 5 shows that while the reset disruption takes three time steps to heal, the

random disruptions take four. The reasons for this effect are quite clear on the third

column of the figure where only two cells are altered whereas on the random

Table 5 The table displays the

number of perfectly recovered

patterns for each disruption

experiment in experiment 2

The numbers inside the brackets

indicate the success rates with

95 % confidence

Disruption type No. of successes

Fixed bordered (22)

One-cell reset disruption 18 (58.9–94.0 %)

Three-cell reset disruption 18 (58.9–94.0 %)

Five-bit random disruption 12 (32.6–74.9 %)

Five-cell random disruption 12 (32.6–74.9 %)

2 9 2 Block random disruption 12 (32.6–74.9 %)

Table 6 Setup for simple

pattern evolution experiment

(experiment 3)

Grid size (n 9 m) 4 9 4 = 16 cells

Cell state bit-length (x) 1 bits

Total configuration bit-length 16 9 1 = 16 bits

CGP node size 100 Nodes

Disruption timestep 8th timestep

Time steps allowed for recovery 20

One-cell reset disruption Performed exhaustively

Three-cell reset disruption Performed exhaustively

Five-cell random disruption Performed 1,000 times

2 9 2 Block random disruption Performed 1,000 times
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disruption tests, three cells are altered. This is due to the random selection of cells;

since some of the cells that are selected already have state 0, nothing happens to

them under the reset fault. However, we cannot expect this effect to occur in more

complex patterns where each cell has multiple-bit states. The single-bit state also

results in the five-bit and five-cell random disruption tests to be equivalent in this

case. Interestingly, in all three cases, we see that the pattern moves further away

from the target pattern, before making a full recovery. This is probably due to the

update priorities, and the propagation of the positional information from the borders

(specifically the south eastern corner) of the grid. However, we will further examine

this theory on a larger, more complex pattern before making any conclusions.

Another important issue that we should note before moving on to the next

experiment is that the four time steps that it has taken to fully recover these patterns

is not specific to these sample experiments. In fact the vast majority of the

experiments conducted on perfect systems resulted with self-repair processes that

concluded within four time steps. Similarly, the majority of the systems that were

evolved for this pattern managed to stabilize within four time steps too. At this point

we would like to point out that there might be a correlation between how quickly a

pattern stabilizes during development to how quickly and more importantly how

successfully it heals after faults are introduced. This also merits further investiga-

tions on larger cellular grids and more complex patterns. To that end, in the next

experiment we will conduct self-repair tests on more complex patterns.

5.4 Experiment 4: self-repair experiments on diamond patterns

This experiment is similar to experiment 3, but the pattern being evolved is

different, consisting of a diamond shape (see Fig. 6). The settings are given in

Fig. 4 The simple target
pattern from experiment 3

Table 7 The table displays the number of perfectly recovered patterns for each disruption experiment in

experiment 3

Disruption type No. of successes

Fixed bordered (100) Toroidal (100) Classical CA (3)

One-cell reset disruption 84 (75.0–90.3 %) 80 (70.5–87.0 %) 0

Three-cell reset disruption 84 (75.0–90.3 %) 80 (70.5–87.0 %) 0

Five-cell random disruption 41 (31.4–51.3 %) 11 (5.8–19.2 %) 0

2 9 2 Block random disruption 41 (31.4–51.3 %) 14 (8.1–22.7 %) 0

The numbers inside the brackets indicate the success rates with 95 % confidence
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Tables 1 and 8. The results [26] showed that all 100 of the fixed bordered and

toroidal experiments were successful in generating a self-assembling DCM system,

as were 74 of the classical CA experiments. Therefore, this gives a large sample size

going into the self-repair experiments.

The results from this set of experiments are given in Table 9. The effects of the

gentler reset type disruptions are more apparent in the results of this experiment

compared to the previous one as can be seen. In this case only about 30, 3, and 18 %

of the systems on the fixed bordered, toroidal, and the classical CA model that

recovered fully for the reset disruptions perfectly healed after each random

disruption experiment. Again, similarly all systems that fully recovered after the

five-cell random disruption experiment fully recovered in all other disruption

experiments, which clearly indicates that this specific disruption is the hardest to

recover from. A very interesting and important result to name here is that while the

toroidal model performed almost as well as the fixed bordered model on the reset

type disruptions, it failed to show the same ability for the random type disruptions.

Furthermore, unexpectedly the classical CA model also showed self-repair

capabilities with two systems able to recover from all disruption experiments.

Since we have established from the results of this and the previous experiment

that the five-cell random disruption is the hardest to recover from, we have decided

Fig. 5 The developmental
cycle of an example system on
the fixed bordered model that is
separately subjected to three
different types of faults at t = 8.
The cells that are indicated by
the red square and a cross are
the ones that are affected by the
introduced faults. The time steps
are shown from top to bottom for
each experiment (Color figure
online)
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to conduct our visual analysis using only this type of disruption. The large sample

set provided by the successful evolution experiment for each developmental model

allowed us to conduct self-repair experiments that produced at least a couple of fully

perfect evolved systems for each model. Therefore, the visual analysis shown in

Fig. 7, shows the developmental cycle of three evolved systems that are subjected to

the five-cell random disruption at t = 8, on the fixed bordered, toroidal and classical

CA models respectively. The cells that are indicated by the red square and a cross at

time step t = 7 are the ones that are affected by the introduced faults.

Similar to the simple pattern experiment, the patterns generated by the sample

systems shown in Fig. 7 also move further away from the target patterns before

making a full recovery. In the case of the fixed bordered model, the sample indicates

the pattern starts to reorganize itself based on the positional information gathered

from the borders and the correct pattern starts to form at the south eastern corner of

the grid. However, this observation still needs more supporting evidence and it will

be further investigated in the next experiment.

We also see from the figure that the classical CA model takes longer to recover

from this fault. It does not mean that it is finding it more difficult, since this system

has passed all self-repair experiments without a flaw. It just means that the

stabilization and recovery process is more complicated for this model.

Another result that is worth noting here before moving on to the next experiment

is that similar to the simple pattern experiment, the four time steps that it takes to

fully configure the pattern in the fixed bordered model is not specific to this sample

experiment. Similarly the vast majority of the experiments conducted on the perfect

evolved systems resulted with self-repair processes that concluded within four time

Fig. 6 The diamond target
pattern from experiment 4

Table 8 Setup for diamond

pattern evolution experiment

(experiment 4)

Grid size (n 9 m) 5 9 5 = 25 cells

Cell state bit-length (x) 2 bits

Total configuration bit-length 25 9 2 = 50 bits

CGP node size 100 Nodes

Disruption timestep 8th timestep

Time steps allowed for recovery 20

One-cell reset disruption Performed exhaustively

Three-cell reset disruption Performed exhaustively

Five-cell random disruption Performed 1,000 times

2 9 2 Block random disruption Performed 1,000 times
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steps. Looking at the formations of this pattern in the evolution experiment

conducted in our earlier paper [26], we have found that majority of them managed to

stabilize within four time steps too. This finding provides further evidence of the

correlation between how quickly a pattern stabilizes during development to how

quickly and more importantly how successfully it heals after faults are introduced.

However, we cannot see the same correlation with our toroidal model which leads to

the tentative conclusion that our fixed bordered model in general is more resilient to

faults. The next and final experiment of this subsection will now investigate the

validity of these conclusions in a more complex, and larger developmental cellular

grid.

5.5 Experiment 5: self-repair experiments on French flag patterns

The biological developmental process and the differentiation of cells and thus the

formation of tissue layers have been likened to the formation of striped patterns such

as those found in French flags, and since then they were used as a benchmark

experiment for both evolvability and self-repair in a number of previous studies [19,

23]. In our experiment here, we will investigate the self-repairability of the systems

that were evolved in the French flag pattern evolution experiment in our earlier

paper [26].

The bit-length for the French flags is 4 bits per cell. The first two are used to

represent the different colours of the cells; the remaining two are left free for the

developmental process during evolution. However, as with the previous experi-

ments, the spare bits are considered part of the target pattern, and the system has to

recover their correct values as well to achieve a perfect fitness. That essentially

makes this experiment the recovery of 256-bit patterns.

The settings are indicated in Tables 1 and 10. The target image is shown in

Fig. 8.

The evolution experiments resulted in a lower number of successfully evolved

systems than the earlier experiments of this subsection. With 77 systems for the

fixed bordered model, and 83 systems for the toroidal model, it still allows us to

draw strong conclusions for these two models. For the classical CA model there

were only 5 systems, not enough to present us with any meaningful results.

Table 9 The table displays the number of perfectly recovered patterns for each disruption experiment in

experiment 4

Disruption type No. of successes

Fixed bordered (100) Toroidal (100) Classical CA (74)

One-cell reset disruption 69 (58.8–77.6 %) 65 (54.7–74.1 %) 13 (10.1–28.5 %)

Three-cell reset disruption 68 (57.8–76.7 %) 63 (52.7–72.2 %) 11 (8.0–25.5 %)

Five-cell random disruption 21 (13.7–30.5 %) 2 (0.3–7.7 %) 2 (0.4–10.3 %)

2 9 2 Block random disruption 22 (14.5–31.6 %) 4 (1.2–10.5 %) 2 (0.4–10.3 %)

The numbers inside the brackets indicate the success rates with 95 % confidence
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Fig. 7 The developmental cycle of three evolved systems that are subjected to the five-cell random
disruption at t = 8, on the fixed bordered, toroidal and classical CA models respectively. The cells that are
indicated by the red square and a cross are the ones that are affected by the introduced faults. The time steps are
shown from top to bottom, and the spare bits of each model is shown on the right columns (Color figure online)
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Similarly, as with the previous self-repair experiments, they were all tested with the

four different types of fault experiments, as given in Table 10

The results are given in Table 11. We can see that as in the previous experiments,

the reset type disruptions were a lot gentler than the random disruptions. We can

also easily see that while it has shown similar self-repair ability with the reset

disruptions, the toroidal model was a lot less successful compared to the fixed

bordered model in random disruptions. Although the classical CA model had no

systems that perfectly self-repaired in all tests, it is hard to generalize this result as

the sample size is only five. Furthermore, since this model has shown that it is

indeed capable of self-repair (however limited) in the previous experiment, and

since when we take a closer look at the self-repair results, we see that on 30.5 % of

the five-cell random disruption tests the systems were able to fully recover, we can

still conclude that the classical CA model, being a stabilizing, developmental model,

is capable of emergent self-repair.

Figures 9, 10 and 11 display the self-repair processes for a sample evolved

system for each three developmental models. For all three figures, the left column

displays the combined and colour coded two state bits of the cell, and the middle

and right columns display the rest of the bits of the system. The colour-to-state

mappings are as follows: 00: black, 01: red, 10: blue and 11: white. Similar to the

previous visual examples of self-repair, they all start with a fully developed and

stabilized pattern, in this case the French flag pattern at time step t = 7, and the five-

cell random fault strikes at the 8th time step. The cells that are indicated by the red

square and a cross at time step t = 7 are the ones that are affected by the introduced

faults.

Fig. 8 The French flag target
pattern from experiment 5
(Color figure online)

Table 10 Setup for French flag

pattern evolution experiment

(experiment 5)

Grid size (n 9 m) 8 9 8 = 64 cells

Cell state bit-length (x) 4 bits

Total configuration bit-length 64 9 4 = 256 bits

CGP node size 100 Nodes

Disruption timestep 8th timestep

Time steps allowed for recovery 20

One-cell reset disruption Performed exhaustively

Three-cell reset disruption Performed exhaustively

Five-cell random disruption Performed 1,000 times

2 9 2 Block random disruption Performed 1,000 times
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The sample self-repair process for the fixed bordered model can be seen in Fig. 9.

The five-cell random disruption strikes at t = 8 and affects 4 cells on the flag

pattern, and several other cells on the spare bits. As we recall from our earlier

discussions, we have predicted that for the fixed bordered model, the south east

corner usually provides a strong anchor to the pattern where positional information

is gathered and propagated towards the north east of the grid. When we look at this

sample figure, it can be clearly seen that this process works as predicted. At t = 9

most of the errors on the cells that make up the pattern are not just fixed, but rather

pushed towards the north east of the grid. The process continues at t = 10 and the

pattern stabilizes successfully at t = 11. The same process can also be observed in

the spare bits.

In Fig. 10, we can see the self-repair process after the fault strikes at t = 8 on the

toroidal model. Indicated by the red squares and crosses, the affected bits are mostly

the spare bits. Although the French flag pattern is affected in a limited way, the

pattern takes a lot longer to recover compared to the fixed bordered model. This is

because the spare bits are as important as the rest when it comes to stabilizing the

pattern. The alterations in the spare bits immediately cause further, more extensive

disruptions in the flag pattern in the following time steps. The French flag pattern

starts to heal only after the spare bits recover their original state, and become useful

in providing positional information. Since there are no border cells in this model,

and the flag pattern does not wrap around and touch from the sides, establishing

positional information is harder, and in this case mostly taken care of by the spare

bits which are free to do just that.

In Fig. 11, we can see another sample self-repair experiment, this time performed

on the classical CA model. However, as we recall from the experimental results,

none of the systems managed to fully recover under every self-repair experiment. In

this sample, we have picked the most resilient one of the five systems that were

successfully evolved. Even so, this system did not manage to achieve a perfect

recovery. As can be seen in the figure, although the general shape is more or less

preserved through many time steps, the pattern never stabilizes.

Finally, from the sample experiment with the fixed bordered model, we see that

the system manages to stabilize within three time steps. However after taking a

closer look into the experimental data gathered from the 1,000 five-cell random

Table 11 The table displays the number of perfectly recovered patterns for each disruption experiment

in experiment 5

Disruption type No. of successes

Fixed bordered Toroidal Classical CA

One-cell reset disruption 59 (65.3–85.2 %) 52 (51.3–72.8 %) 0

Three-cell reset disruption 59 (65.3–85.2 %) 50 (48.9–70.6 %) 0

Five-cell random disruption 27 (24.8–46.9 %) 1 (0.1–7.5 %) 0

2 9 2 Block random disruption 28 (25.9–48.2 %) 1 (0.1–7.5 %) 0

Perfect patterns 27 (24.8–46.9 %) 1 (0.1–7.5 %) 0

The numbers inside the brackets indicate the success rates with 95 % confidence
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Fig. 9 The developmental cycle of an evolved system that is subjected to the five-cell random disruption
at t = 8, on the fixed bordered model. The first two bits of the cells are mapped to a colour and displayed
on the left column. The time steps are shown from top to bottom, and the spare bits are shown on the
middle and right columns. The cells that are indicated by the red square and a cross are the ones that are
affected by the introduced faults (Color figure online)
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Fig. 10 The developmental
cycle of an evolved system that
is subjected to the five-cell
random disruption at t = 8, on
the toroidal model. The first two
bits of the cells are mapped to a
colour and displayed on the left
column and the spare bits are
shown on the middle and right
columns. The cells that are
indicated by the red square and
a cross are the ones that are
affected by the introduced faults
(Color figure online)
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Fig. 11 Figure shows the
developmental cycle of an
evolved system that is subjected
to the five-cell random
disruption at t = 8, on the
classical CA model. The first
two bits of the cells are mapped
to a colour and displayed at the
left column. The time steps are
shown from top to bottom, and
the spare bits are shown on the
middle and right columns. The
cells that are indicated by the
red square and a cross are the
ones that are affected by the
introduced faults (Color figure
online)
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disruption experiments that were repeated for each of the 27 fully perfect patterns,

we have seen that for this model the system were able to recover within five to six

time steps in majority of the cases. This provides further evidence in the case of the

fixed bordered model to the correlation between how quickly a pattern stabilizes

during development to how quickly and more importantly how successfully it heals

after faults are introduced. However, it is now evident that the same correlation

cannot be found with the toroidal case.

5.6 Overall discussion of experiments

To investigate the emergence of the self-repair ability with our model, we have set

up and ran a number of error experiments. Knowing that in any study that wishes to

assess the robustness and the self repair qualities of a system, a precise fault model

should be defined to make the scope of validity of the study clear, we have described

our fault model in detail prior to presenting our experiments. The fault model that

we have used in the experiments that we have seen so far is simple and at the same

time rather exhaustive. It consisted of two types of disruptions that we have named,

reset and random type disruptions. We have first started our experiments on the

successfully evolved systems of the random pattern evolution experiments. Since

these experiments produced only a limited number of systems and although the

indications were good, we have refrained from drawing conclusions and continued

the self-repair experiments with systems evolved during regular pattern evolution

experiments. With the large sample sets provided by these experiments, we were

able to make a number of observations.

Based on the experiments that were run in this section, there are a few important

outcomes. Firstly, to some degree, our developmental cellular system always

exhibits a self-repair ability. Within a few evolutionary runs, it is possible to find,

with a high probability with our fixed bordered developmental model, a fully perfect

system that is stable even under the worst conditions. This is even true to some

extent, for the less successful toroidal and classical CA developmental models.

Secondly, it is clear from the self-repair experiments that our fixed bordered

model should be adopted within a framework that has resilience as an aim. While

the results for the toroidal model are not bad in themselves, they do not bear

comparison with the fixed bordered case, especially when it comes to the five-cell

random disruption which is shown to be the hardest type of fault to recover from.

The reasons for this difference are hard to spot at first. Obviously, the first idea that

springs to mind is that borders favour stability, thereby favouring self-repair.

However, the results in terms of evolvability seen in our previous paper [26],

somehow contradict this hypothesis as the toroidal model’s performance in general

was only slightly worse than the fixed bordered model. In effect, evolution is

considered successful if the system develops into the required target pattern, but

only if it does so in a stable manner. Here, unlike in many other works, there is no

explicit growth phase with a stopping time. The process stops itself by reaching a

configuration that is stable. If the toroidal model was truly more unstable than its

fixed bordered counterpart, similarly its evolution should also prove a lot harder,
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which is not the case. Besides, becoming stable fast yet not achieving the target

pattern is not better either.

In our recent paper [26] we have seen that larger cellular grids such as the one

used with the French flag experiment make the signal flow and the gathering of the

positional information harder. In the case of the French flag evolution experiment,

we have found that the toroidal model was more evolvable, and concluded that the

increased cellular connectivity introduced by the toroidal model greatly reduces the

maximum distance between any two cells thereby making the propagation of the

signals quicker. However, the toroidal model did not show any increased self-repair

ability on the French flag pattern regardless of its evolvability performance thereby

confirming the superiority of the fixed bordered model in both evolvability and self-

repair ability.

Upon closer investigation of the developmental system both with the fixed

bordered and the toroidal models, we have found that it was indeed easier for the

fixed bordered model to gather positional information. In almost all cases the border

cells determined their outputs from the virtual cells, thereby guaranteeing that they

will always configure the grid into the correct state after a perturbation. Although

the evolvability of the toroidal and the fixed bordered models are similar, and on

average they each stabilize in the correct configuration within the same number of

time steps; because of the high likelihood of the cells in the fixed bordered model to

deliver correct outputs even after faults occur, this model is shown to be the most

resilient in all self-repair experiments. Furthermore, this investigation has also

revealed that for the fixed bordered model, there is a correlation between how

quickly a pattern stabilizes to how resilient it is to the introduced faults.

Apart from these more general conclusions, we can also make an observation

specific to our framework. During our investigations of the developmental process

after the introduction of errors, we have seen that in most cases the pattern first

moved further away from the target pattern before restabilizing into the final, correct

configuration. This peculiarity is tied to the overwriting property of our model

which results in cell state update priorities. As the cell at the south eastern corner of

the grid has the highest update priority, the fault recovery is most likely to start from

there which also results in the disruptions to be pushed northeast of the grid as we

have seen with the sample French flag self-repair experiment on the fixed bordered

model.

6 Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have demonstrated that a DCM with an update rule learned by

Genetic Programming for self-assembly can produce self-repair behaviour without

any additional learning steps aimed specifically at self-repair. This has been

demonstrated on a number of problem types within the broad area of cellular pattern

formation.

There are a number of areas for future work. Firstly, it would be of interest to see

if this could be applied to other evolved patterns, for example self-assembled

circuits in FPGAs. In particular, it would be useful to explore self-reconfiguration
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around cells in the system that were permanently fixed in one configuration or not

functioning, which would more closely model hardware faults.

There is clearly a lot of work to be done to bridge the gap between the self-

assembly and self-repair of simple patterns on a grid and the repair of complex

circuits. However, a rough analogy can be drawn between the different colours in

the patterns with individual component types or with input-output behaviours of

components.

One contrast between these simple pattern-assembly systems and circuits is that

the fitness measure used to learn the assembly of circuits is indirect—the fitness of a

circuit is based on its behaviour, whereas that of the pattern is direct. It is possible

that new methods based on so-called ‘‘semantic operators’’[21, 37]—which

facilitate the exploration of spaces of program/circuit behaviour—may be of help

here.

Another problem is to tease out how much of the potential self-repair ability is

obtained ‘‘for free’’ from the self-assembly evolution. For example, it might be of

interest to repeat the experiments above with an explicit self-repair based fitness

function and measure the marginal benefits of this over the results already obtained.

Another area to explore is changes to the fault model. In particular, it would be

interesting to explore the consequences of faults that can change the update rule as

well as the cells in the system. Another variant on this system would be to train the

rules so that they are learned from random patterns rather than all-zero patterns—we

might expect such rules to be more robust still.

The DCM is a sequential model—the updates are carried out in a fixed sequence.

It would be interesting to explore how important this is to the model, how effective a

developmental model based e.g. on random updates (which would be more similar

to the biological developmental process that this work takes its inspiration from)

would be.

Another kind of alternative model is the Data-and-Signals cellular automaton

[35], which is designed to provide a CA-type structure but with more similarity to

traditional digital electronic components. In such an automaton, rather than it

transmitting its state to its neighbours, a pair of computational units within each

cell—the processing unit and control unit—process respectively data (the

information that is relevant to the problem at hand) and signals (information that

aids with the processing of the data and the growth of the activity in the automaton).

It would be interesting to apply learning techniques of the kind outlined in this paper

to such models and see if the robustness still obtains. This is particularly interesting

as this would be taking us closer to the long-term aim of evolving robust circuits and

related executable structures.

A different kind of comparative experiment would be to compare the self-repair

ability of evolved systems with those systems that are written by hand. This would

be hard to achieve with the current system because of the challenge of crafting the

update rules by hand—it is difficult for a human programmer to grasp the

implications of a change to the update rule to the emergent behaviour of the system

as a whole. However, in other domains this might be possible. This is of particular

importance because it would allow us to investigate the cause of the self-repair

ability. Is the free self-repair ability a consequence of the developmental system or
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is it a consequence of the fact that those programs have been evolved (or a

combination of the two)? These are interesting questions with important

consequences both for self-repairing systems and also for an abstract understanding

of developmental and evolutionary biology.
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